
SOLID SURFACE



WHY CHOOSE WILSONART® SOLID SURFACE?

Wilsonart® S ol id  Surface of fers  one- of-a-kind designs made to  inspire  t ranqui l i ty, add intr igue, 
and encourage re juvenat ion in  any environment, b lending natural  e lements  with  creat ive 
f la i r  and current  colors. This  var iety  of  movement  designs supports  today’s  wel lness-focused 
inter ior  design trends.

Wi lsonart ’s  nat ionwide distr ibut ion, a long with dedicated sales  and speci f icat ion teams, 
provides a  re l iable  combinat ion of  local  accessibi l i ty, backed by wor ld- class  ser v ice.

SIMPLE CLEANUP

Simple cleanup with soap and water 
provides easy, care-free maintenance.

NO SEALING REQUIRED

Non-porous and non-absorbent.
 Integral seams inhibit the growth of mold 

and bacteria.

10-YEAR LIMITED COMMERCIAL
15-YEAR LIMITED RESIDENTIAL

DURABLE

Highly resistant to abrasions and 
scratches for long-lasting beauty. 

Repairable and renewable.

WARRANTY

This  var iety  of  movement 
designs supports  today’s 
wel lness-focused inter ior 
design trends.

MOVEMENT

Rethink your  designs by 
adding the e lement  of 
t ranslucency. Look for 
select  Wi lsonart® S ol id 
Surface designs sui table 
for  backl ight ing.TRANSLUCENT

Perfect  for  countertops, 
recept ion desks, is lands or 
any other  surface requir ing 
two sheets  of  S ol id  Surface 
seamed together  to  create 
the desired ef fect.WIDE SHEET



 CERTIFICATIONSVISUALIZE YOUR SPACE

Create to  your  heart ’s  content  with  the 
Wi lsonart® Visual izer. This  interact ive 
design tool  lets  you see the possibi l i t ies 
and design with conf idence.

www.wilsonart.com/visual izer

Wilsonart® Solid Surface 

has achieved GREENGUARD 

GOLD Certification for low 

chemical emissions.

Certified to NSF/ANSI 51 

means material is suitable 

for food contact.



MOON GEYSER
9209CM

Active geysers on Neptune’s moon Triton emit gases several kilometers 
into space, creating “ice volcanoes.” Moon Geyser is inspired by this 
phenomenon, with a white background and light grey movement. Sparkles  
throughout the pattern hint at the ice-like formations. This design will add a 
crisp and cooling effect to your interior design.



MOON GEYSER 9209CM

Full Slab View



EUROPA
9210CM

One of the Galilean moons of Jupiter, Europa is a frozen, ice-covered moon, 
making it one of the most reflective in our solar system. This solid surface 
design draws inspiration from this moon, with its off white design and clear 
white particles interspersed throughout. Light brown waves traverse the 
design, making it one that will add a subtle warmth to your environment.



EUROPA 9210CM

Full Slab View



JOVIAN
9211CM

Amazing colors define the Jovian planets. In Jupiter’s case, atmospheric 
gases, combined with the planet’s rapid rotation, create empelling and 
colorful storms on its surface. Wilsonart’s Jovian solid surface design is 
inspired by this effect, with its light taupe background and darker taupe 
waves. Medium clear particles of grey, white, and brown, with small black 
specs, add a warm and intriguing effect to add charm to your interior.



JOVIAN 9211CM

Full Slab View



GREY BEOLA
9218CM

Grey Beola is inspired by the look of hewn granite, with occasional dark, 
lineal waves in charcoal, warm grey, and white set against a backdrop of 
cool grey. The imagery of a mineral-type composition with small black and 
medium translucent particulates, and medium-large white particulates, 
lends an enduring and natural feel to your décor.



GREY BEOLA 9218CM

Full Slab View



ANGEL FALLS
9223SS

The pure and flowing waters of Angel Falls, found in the Guiana Highlands 
of southeastern Venezuela, form the world’s highest waterfall. This design 
is inspired by the linear movement of the falls, with both warm and cool 
neutral tones. Clear chips are also present in the design, ultimately 
resulting in a soft, travertine-like structure.



ANGEL FALLS 9223SS

Full Slab View



GREY LACE
9224SS

Grey Lace resembles the natural stone and layers present in sedimentary 
rock with its linear design in light and dark shades of grey. Infused with 
small clear particulates throughout, Grey Lace will add a fresh and cooling 
effect to your interior design.



GREY LACE 9224SS

Full Slab View



SAHARAN NIGHT
9225SS

Saharan nights are cool and dark, yet offset by sands that shed the heat 
of the day. This design’s black and dark brown linear structure, inspired 
by Saharan terrain, carries a modern wood grain appearance. It will bring 
stunning depth and stability to your interior décor.



SAHARAN NIGHT 9225SS

Full Slab View



SILVER SMOKE
9226SS

Strands of flowing greys mingle gracefully across the landscape, peacefully 
meandering, while emanating understated power and grace. Silver Smoke 
is a large-scale linear movement design that contains flecks of white 
throughout. This design exhibits harmonious control and distilled prestige. 
It will add a clean and flowing effect to your interior.



SILVER SMOKE 9226SS

Full Slab View



GOLDEN SAIL
9234SS

Like a sail captured in a gentle yet continuous breeze, Golden Sail is a 
design that will add soft and flowing movement to your décor. The white 
background is supplemented by light warm grey movement and sparkles 
throughout that create a captivating appearance.



GOLDEN SAIL 9234SS

Full Slab View



BEIGE TRAVERTINE
9236SS

Travertine formed in hot springs and limestone caves has been used as a
building material for centuries, from Rome’s Coliseum to the Getty Center in
Los Angeles. Our solid surface design is inspired by travertine’s appearance,
with a beige movement design that contains both warm and cool veining, as
well as fine black particulates distributed throughout. This design lends an
impression of warm reliability and graceful flow to your aesthetic.



BEIGE TRAVERTINE 9236SS

Full Slab View



WHISPER WHITE
9237SS

Set in a cool white background, peaceful waves of grey veining sway across
the design of Whisper White. Embedded sparkles in the design infuse 
serene and tranquil character to this elegant solid surface.



WHISPER WHITE 9237SS

Full Slab View



IRON FALLS
9238SS

Iron Falls drops over an overhanging basalt ledge, creating a breath taking
view from any angle. Inspired by the surrounding rock formations of this 
area, with its brown and cream movement and cascading clear particulates, 
this design invites warmth and gentle movement to your design.



IRON FALLS 9238SS

Full Slab View



GULFCOAST
9239SS

Waves of slightly golden, warm and soft tones traverse the design of 
Gulfcoast. Inspired by the blonde sands and mellow sunsets of the Gulf 
Coast region, Gulfcoast will add warmth and a sense of care free beauty to 
your ambiance.



GULFCOAST 9239SS

Full Slab View



CALMING WAVES
9240SS

The setting sun drops on the horizon, tucking distantly behind ocean waves 
while reflecting brilliantly and warmly upon overhead summer clouds. 
Calming Waves reminisces of a tranquil end-of-day beach reprieve. Its 
slightly warm and off white design contains a tinge of rose color that will 
add warm appeal to your interior, complemented by bright white waves 
that steadily bend across the design.



CALMING WAVES 9240SS

Full Slab View



QUIET SWIRL
9241SS

Thin wisps of white meander across the gentle, cool grey background 
of Quiet Swirl. These swells move gingerly yet peacefully, creating an 
aesthetic that is steady and calming. Quiet Swirl will add a refreshing 
elegance to your design.



QUIET SWIRL* 9241SS

Full Slab View



CLOUD MIST
9243SS

Cloud Mist is a slightly cool grey design that is complemented by a subtle, 
warm grey fog that fades in and out. Small black flecks suggest a light 
drizzle of rain, turning to snow that is represented by small white particles 
present throughout the design. Cloud Mist will add a transcendent effect to 
your décor.



CLOUD MIST 9243SS

Full Slab View



ASPEN QUARTZITE
9245SS

The fragmented effect of bright quartzite is captured in Aspen Quartzite. 
A soft, slightly warm background offsets bright, powder-like detailing to 
provide an instant refresh and quiet calm to home design.



ASPEN QUARTZITE 9245SS

Full Slab View



ARCTIC DRIFT
9246SS

Arctic Drift takes on a soft, windswept appearance with its varied shades of 
cool white and grey. Reminiscent of ice delicately carved by the elements, 
its subtle movement offers tranquil, complementary style to a range of 
interiors.



ARCTIC DRIFT 9246SS

Full Slab View



ARCTIC DUNE
9253CM

Katabatic winds blow cold, dense air that creates linear patterns across 
snow dunes through East and West Antarctica. Arctic Dune’s linear white 
design is inspired by this phenomenon and carries an elegant, ice-like 
quality with white flecks that shimmer under the light. This design lends a 
crisp accent to your design ambiance.



ARCTIC DUNE 9253CM

Full Slab View



CARRARA EMPORIO
9909SS

Characterized by bright tones and feathery veins of grey, Carrara stone 
originates in the mountains of Italy. The Crafted Collection’s Carrara 
Emporio is inspired by this stone, with its foggy veins of cool grey and its 
bright, translucent background. This design will add comfort and softness 
to your interior.



CARRARA EMPORIO 9909SS

Full Slab View



MONTE AMIATA
9911SS

The northern mountains of Italy are renowned for their prestigious and
stunning Calacatta marble. With a backdrop of bright white veined with
dynamic grey, Monte Amiata embraces this effect for an unexpected 
vibrance and tranquility.



MONTE AMIATA 9911SS

Full Slab View



ICE STATUARIO
9912SS

Prized for its distinctive veining, Statuary marble serves as the inspiration 
for Ice Statuario. Medium-sized particulates in bright white and cool grey 
create depth, while long, thin, and active veins in soft to dark cool greys 
traverse the slab diagonally. The overall effect is composed and energetic.



ICE STATUARIO 9912SS

Full Slab View



MASONED CONCRETE
9252SS

The look of concrete infuses a patina of comfort and tactility. Wilsonart’s 
Masoned Concrete captures this effect in solid surface with soft linear 
movement that suggests the material has been lightly troweled and cured. 
The array of small to fine transparent particulates deepen the textural 
effect and make this a go-to option that will bring a pleasant, casual vibe to 
your environment.



MASONED CONCRETE 9252SS

Full Slab View



BASALT CONCRETE
9254SS

The look of dark concrete infuses décor with a palpable depth. This 
presence is delivered by this solid surface, with its soft linear movement 
reminiscent of brushed concrete. The array of small to fine transparent 
particulates deepen the textural effect, resulting in an appearance that will 
add a rich and comfortable aura to your design.



BASALT CONCRETE 9254SS

Full Slab View



CALACATTA PERLATO
9913SS

The soft and pearlescent silver-gold veins of Calacatta Perlato appear to 
dance in the light. The translucent, warm white background of this color 
reveals additional vein features when it is backlit, lending additional depth. 
The soothing, yet transformative nature of this design will lend creative 
touch that is sure to enhance your décor.



CALACATTA PERLATO 9913SS

Full Slab View



CARBONE MARMO
9914SS

Carbone Marmo captures the aesthetic of soapstone with charcoal grey 
background and a dense array of very fine white and black particulate 
chips, as well as an extra fine silver-metallic dust. Light grey veins extend 
across the slab diagonally, with soft vertical veins that sometimes break 
through the diagonal veins. This solid surface design lends a warm, inviting 
look that can enhance any décor style.



CARBONE MARMO 9914SS

Full Slab View



CARBONE MARMO 9914SSwww.wilsonart.com/solid-surfaces
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ENGINEERED SURFACES


